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What do you know so far 
Universe composition 
Universe expansion history 
Universe shape (geometry) 
 
Are they related? 
 
Universe fate? 
What is the CMB? 
What is Hubble law? 
What is the physics most relevant to describe the Universe (on large scales) 
 
What is inflation? 
Is inflation weird? In what sense (and in what sense it is not) 
 
What about the big bang? 
 
The concept of horizon 
 
How do we observe the Universe? 



Outline	  
Linear	  growth	  of	  perturba3ons	  
How	  growth	  depend	  on	  Universe	  content	  	  
The	  Cosmic	  microwave	  background	  
Large–scale	  structure	  
Galaxy	  surveys	  
Sta3s3cal	  descrip3ons	  
What	  can	  we	  expect	  to	  learn	  
Veloci3es	  
BAO	  
The	  future	  



SeGng	  the	  stage	  
infla3on	  

If	  the	  Universe	  is	  homogeneous	  and	  isotropic	  on	  large	  scales	  

Dark	  maKer	  

How	  did	  we	  get	  there	  from	  an	  almost	  uniform	  distribu3on?	  

Well…	  let	  us	  take	  it	  simple…	  



Can	  we	  understand	  THIS?	  

This	  is	  actually	  s3ll	  difficult!	  





Can	  we	  understand	  THIS?	  

GeGng	  there!	  







What	  happens	  next?	  



Define	  density	  contrast:	  
	  

� =
⇢� ⇢̄

⇢̄



Define	  density	  contrast:	  
	  

� =
⇢� ⇢̄

⇢̄

So,	  δ	  is	  posi3ve	  (nega3ve)	  for	  overdense	  (underdense)	  regions	  
For	  	  δ small linear perturbation theory can be applied  
���	  

What	  is	  a	  func3on	  of	  both	  
	  posi3on	  and	  3me	  and	  what	  	  
of	  3me	  only?	  





Take Assume a static background for now 

R 

Use extra info:  
Mass conservation 

THE GROWTH OF PERTURBATIONS 

This differential equation in δ has solution……. 



Dynamical time depends on <ρ> not on R  

Take Assume a static background for now 
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Mass conservation 

THE GROWTH OF PERTURBATIONS 



Dynamical time depends on <ρ> not on R  

For air? (1kg/m3) 9hr… tornados???? 

Take Assume a static background for now 

R 

Use extra info:  
Mass conservation 

THE GROWTH OF PERTURBATIONS 



Dynamical time depends on <ρ> not on R  

For air? (1kg/m3) 9hr… tornados???? PRESSURE & sound speed 

Take Assume a static background for now 

R 

Use extra info:  
Mass conservation 

THE GROWTH OF PERTURBATIONS 



Cs for air 300km/s 

As for stars the answer is pressure! As an overdense region collapses,  
a pressure gradient develops in it. 
 
It takes time for the pressure gradient to  develop hydrostatic equilibrium.  

tpress<tdyn ! R<cs tdyn 

The maximum size for which hydrostatic equilibrium can be obtained is special… 



Jeans Length 
Overdense regions larger than Jeans length can 
collapse, smaller than that… oscillations (sound). 

Jeans length for air .. 105 km… sound waves are stable 

For the Universe: 

Consider the radiation dominated era: 

So, the Jeans length is still on the order of the Hubble length. 
 Thus, structures smaller than the Hubble length are supported by pressure 
 and cannot collapse.  
 



Jeans Length 
Overdense regions larger than Jeans length can 
collapse, smaller than that… oscillations (sound). 

Jeans length for air .. 105 km… sound waves are stable 

For the Universe: 

Radiation dominated era:  
Inside horizon perturbations are stable! Sound! Implications for CMB? 

Clearly, structures much smaller than this must have collapsed to form the  
Cosmic structures we see today.  
 

The baryonic structures we see must have formed after the time of photon decoupling.  
 

Or…
. Work with w, speed of sound 



Jeans Length 
Overdense regions larger than Jeans length can 
collapse, smaller than that… oscillations (sound). 

Jeans length for air .. 105 km… sound waves are stable 

For the Universe: 

Radiation dominated era:  
Inside horizon perturbations are stable! Sound! Implications for CMB? 

Baryons: Decreases by factor 

Size of a GC, small galaxy! 



Expansion cannot be neglected 

Study solutions! 

Ok, we knew that 

But we can use it  

3 



Radiation dominated 

a ⇠ t1/2 ;H ⇠ 1

2t
⌦m << 1

�̈ +
1

t
�̇ = 0This becomes…. 

Solution…. 



Radiation dominated 

a ⇠ t1/2 ;H ⇠ 1

2t
⌦m << 1

MESZAROS effect! 

�̈ +
1

t
�̇ = 0This becomes…. 

�(t) = C1 + C2 ln tSolution…. 

Any overdensity grows LOGARITMICALLY with time 

(collapse timescale longer than expansion timescale) 



(dark) Matter dominated 

This becomes…. 

Solution…. 

a ⇠ t2/3 H =
2

3t
,⌦m ⇠ 1 ; �̈ +

4

3t
�̇ � 2

3t2
� = 0



(dark) Matter dominated 

This becomes…. 

Solution…. 

a ⇠ t2/3 H =
2

3t
,⌦m ⇠ 1 ; �̈ +

4

3t
�̇ � 2

3t2
� = 0

�(t) ⇠ Ctn

Plug in and find 

3n2 + n� 2 = 0 ! n = �1, n =
2

3



 Matter dominated 

This becomes…. 

Solution…. 

a ⇠ t2/3 H =
2

3t
,⌦m ⇠ 1 ; �̈ +

4

3t
�̇ � 2

3t2
� = 0

�(t) = c1t
�1 + C2t

2/3

Only power law growth,   oc scale factor a or 1/(1+z) 

Pressureless OR above Jeans lenght 



Inflation/Λ domination 

H = const = H⇤ ⌦m << 1 ; �̈ + 2H⇤�̇ = 0

Solution….. 



Inflation/Λ domination 

H = const = H⇤ ⌦m << 1 ; �̈ + 2H⇤�̇ = 0

Solution….. 

�(t) = C1 + C2e
�2H⇤t

Again fluctuations do not grow!!! 



Evolution of perturbations 
Radn dominated era 

Λ dominated era 

Only when matter dominates perturbations grow 

Decaying, neglect 

AH! 



 We will do this in a less handwaving way on Wednesday. 

Sec 4.1,.4.2, 4.3, 4.6  of the notes 

Let us set it up anyway… 



Non relativistic fluids 
(sub horizon scales, after recombination) 

continuity 

Euler 

Poisson 

OR 

continuity 

Euler 

Poisson 



For an homogeneous Universe solutions are…. 
Recall Friedmann equations… 

For example for matter-domination pressureless… 

⇢̄ = ⇢0a
�3

v =
ȧ

a
r = Hr



Introduce small perturbations 
v = v̄ + �v

⇢ = ⇢̄+ �⇢

p = p̄+ �p

� = �̄+ ��

rp̄ = 0
Where assume that 



Work it out and… 
δ	


Now it is useful to introduce comoving coordinates 

x = a(t)r

v = v̄ + �v = Hx+ a(t)u

r =
1

a
rc



If you do not linearize, for pressureless 

@2�

@t2
+ 2

ȧ

a

@�

@t
= � 1

a2
r · (1 + �)r��+

1

a2
[(1 + �)u↵u� ]

And if you linearize 

Look for a differential equation which solution gives δ (t) 

@2�

@t2
+ 2

ȧ

a

@�

@t
= 4⇡G⇢̄�



@2�

@t2
+ 2

ȧ

a

@�

@t
= 4⇡G⇢̄�

Solutions….. 

�(t) = D(t)�0(x)

Note separability! 

D(t) = a(t)g(t) �! D(z) = a g(z)

+ decaying model 

But you can have endless fun in going to higher order in PT 



Note that  a Gaussian  distribution on linear theory will remain Gaussian  

And this is what it looks like! 

Note that when the Universe 
 is matter-dominates this goes constant, 
as expected. 

In LCDM, for most of the Universe life the universe was matter dominated… 



A not bad approx 

@ ln �

@ ln a
⌘ f(⌦m(z)) ⇠ ⌦m(z)0.55 if GR



Linearized, including pressure, in configuration and Fourier space 

�̈ + 2H �̇ = 4⇡G�⇢̄+
cs
a2

r2�

�̈k2H �̇k = �k(4⇡G⇢̄� k2cs)

Now the Jeans lenght is also clear…. 

+ 



Recall: Fourier space 

In 1 D, but can be done in 2, 3 D 



¨�k + 2H ˙�k = �k(4⇡G⇢̄� k2cs)

solution

�k(t)�k,0 exp(�i!t)

where

!2
= c2sk

2 � 4⇡G⇢̄

Look at the SIGN (only if negative perturbations grow, 
 if positive then oscillations!) 

�k(t) = �k,0 exp(�iwt)

kJ =

p
4⇡G⇢̄

cs
; �J =

2⇡

kJ
= cs

r
⇡

G⇢̄

Jeans lenght, again! 



Full non-linear growth: 
computers! 



What happens for perturbations on  gravitational potential  

So they do not grow in an Einstein de Sitter Universe 

They decay in Λ domination! 



So… Summary! 
Perturbations do not grow in radiation dominated era inside the horizon 

Then grow as a power law in matter dominated era 
 

Then do not grow when Λ dominates 



Suspence…. 



Recall: Fourier space 

In 1 D, but can be done in 2, 3 D 



Power spectrum 

How much power as function of wavelength 

i.e. You do not care where are maxima and minima but you care about 
 how they are distributed.  



The cosmic microwave background 

Planck satellite collaboration 



Two engineers for Bell Labs accidentally discovered the CMB 
radiation, as a uniform glow across the sky in the radio part 
of the spectrum, in 1965.  It is the blackbody emission of 
hot, dense gas (T~3000 K, λmax~1000 nm) red-shifted by a 
factor of 1000, to a peak wavelength of 1 mm and T~3K. 

Radiation dominated the Universe at early time! 

Discovery of the CMB 



The universe cools as it expands; the stretching of light 
results in a reduction of temperature (think Wien’s Law).   

If the universe is large, cool, and expanding today, it must 
have been smaller, warmer, and expanding in the past. 

This leads to the cosmic microwave background. 



Thermal history  



The cosmic microwave 
background (CMB) radiation 

Regular hydrogen gas lets light pass through more or less unimpeded.  This is 
the case today, where the hydrogen gas is either cold and atomic, or very 
thin, hot, and ionized. 

But in the early universe, when it was much warmer, the gas would have been 
ionized, and the universe opaque to light—as if you were in a dense fog. 
As the universe cooled, the electrons and protons “recombined” into normal 
hydrogen, and the universe suddenly became transparent. 



The last scattering surface: a snapshot of the early universe 





Some history 

With Roll & Dicke 

Penzias & Wilson	


Well boys,	

 we have	

 been	

 scooped	


1965	




Alternatives to the big bang (historical interest only) 
The steady state Universe 
Infinitely old 
Infinitely big 
Constant density 
Expanding (Hubble’s Law) 
CONTINUOUS MATTER CREATION 

(Fred Hoyle) 



Problems: 

We see galaxy evolution 
We do not see objects  
older than 13 Gyr…  
Formation of elements? 

Does not conserve energy 

How to distinguish the two theories? 
BigBang SteadyState 

Cosmic singularity 
Physics as we know it 
cease to work at small t 

Unconfortable… 
(what was there before?) 

Prediction (example) 

CMB 

should not have been 
 

Density and temperature 
 

higher in the past 
should have been 
 

CMB 



• Penzias & Wilson saw 
only a uniform glow… 

• Later, Doppler shift 
from Milky Way’s 
motion seen; the 
Galaxy is moving 
towards Hydra/
Centaurus at 620 km/
s… 

• Only in 1992 was any 
nonuniformity in the 
CMB observed—and 
then only about 10-5 K 
worth. 

THREE IMPORTANT RESULTS 



COBE: 2006 Nobel prize in Physics 

“from unexpected noise to precision  science” 

John Mather George Smoot 

blackbody perturbations 



The perfect blackbody!	


TCMB= 2.725 +/- 0.002 K   	


error uncertainties less 
than the width of the 
blackbody curve 

Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer 



The perfect blackbody!	


TCMB= 2.725 +/- 0.002 K   	


error uncertainties less 
than the width of the 
blackbody curve 

Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer 



Perturbations 
Baryon-photon plasma  and dark matter 
Dark matter only interacts gravitationally i.e. Only affects the gravitational potentials 

Assume that photon and baryons are tightly coupled (good approx up to a point) 





Where do the perturbations come from? 
How is that  we see the perturbations? 



We see them like temperature 

On scales larger than a degree,  
fluctuations were outside the  
Hubble horizon at decoupling 

Photons need to climb out of potential  
wells before they can travel to us 
 (redshift or blueshift) 

Given by  

Potential hill 
Blueshifted 
Looks hotter 

Potential well 
redshifted 
Looks colder 

T / ⇢1/3b

�T

T
=

1

3

�⇢b
⇢b







We see them like temperature… 

On smaller scales things get more complicated: 
 baryon and photons were coupled,  
and photons oscillate (sound waves) 

Until the universe is cool enough that H recombines and  photons can  
travel freely to us, giving us a snapshot of the early Universe  

Horizon size at LSS -->  Fundamental mode    (over tones) 



Now in equations 

�̈b + 2
ȧ

a
�̇b = gravity term� pressure term

�̈b + 2
ȧ

a
�̇b = 4⇡G⇢DM�DM � �bk

2c2s

use ⇥ =
�T

T
=

�b
3

⇥̈ =
4

3
⇡G�DM⇢DM � k2c2s⇥

If gravity is given by DM 
and pressure by the baryon-photon 
plasma speed of sound 

Simple oscillator equation! 

Can further re-write as: 

⇥̈ = �1

3
k2�k � k2c2s⇥

cstrec = �SSound horizon: 



There is time between when a perturbation enters the horizon (and starts oscillate) 
And decoupling, when oscillations freeze…. And get imprinted in the CMB. 

The largest scales (sound horizon) can only go through a compression, 
Smaller scales can go through a compression and a rarefaction 
Etc… 

Longer wavelength modes oscillate slower 
The frequency of the oscillation is equal to the 
wavenumber times the speed of sound: ω = kcs. 

Animations courtesy of W. Hu  



Can we see this in the sky? 



Courtesy of WMAP 

Cosmic symphony 
Seeing sound! 



Hot and cold spots ! Tiny ripples in density ! seeds of galaxies 

Detailed statistical properties of these ripples tell us a lot about the Universe 



The Universe back then was made of a very hot and dense “gas”, 
so  it was emitting radiation 
This is the radiation we see when we look at the CMB 

Uniform , but with tiny (contrast x 100000)  density (and temperature) ripples 
Ripples in a gas?    SOUND WAVES! 

We are seeing sound!  Truly a cosmic symphony… 

How’s that? 

These tiny fluctuations, quantitatively, give rise galaxies  

We try to listen to the sound and figure out how the instrument is made 

Fundamental scale! Fundamental mode and overtones 

like blowing on a pipe…. 



Courtesy of WMAP 



Now in equations .. Before we can look at pictures again…. 

First important aside: 

We are interested in the statistical properties of the Universe 



Tools:statistics. 



The power spectrum (and the 2 point correlation function) 

What is a power spectrum? 

Think about a graphic equalizer 

How much power at any given wavelength? 



Trebble heavy 



base heavy 



Well balanced 



Courtesy of WMAP 

Cosmic symphony 
Seeing sound! 



Now in equations .. Before we can look at pictures again…. 

Spherical harmonics  Ylm 



Expand in spherical harmonics 

rms 1 in 105 

Legendre polynomials 

Challenge! 

Even bigger 
challenge! 

Spherical harmonics 



Legendre polynomials 

Angular power spectrum 

Power spectra 

We want to know the statistical properties! 

m 



From W. Hu  CMB tutorials: http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/metaanim.html 

The temperature power spectrum separates 
 the intensity of hot and cold spots in the  
temperature map of different angular scales 



Primordial ripples 

Fundamental mode 

compression 

Acoustic peaks 

(extrema) 

Rarefaction 
compression 

90	
 2	
 0.5	




HOW?     WHY? “Seeing sound” (W. Hu) 

Last scattering surface : snapshot of the photon-baryon fluid 

Photons     radiation pressure 

Gravity     compression 

On large scales : primordial ripples What put them there? 

On smaller scales: Sound waves 

Horizon size at LSS -->  Fundamental mode    (over tones) 

Stop oscillating at  
recombination 

{ } 

Cosmology from the CMB?	




Primordial ripples 

Fundamental mode 

compression 

(extrema) 

Rarefaction 
compression 

90	
 2	
 0.5	


baryons 
Potential wells 

mΩ
geometry	




Courtesy of WMAP 



Courtesy of WMAP 



Compressing	  informa3on	  
Planck	  collabora3on	  ,	  2013,	  paper	  XVI	  	  

Even	  more	  beau3ful!	  



Planck	  ESA	  	  satellite	  map	  the	  Cosmic	  Microwave	  Background	  	  	  





Geometry:	  



Precision	  Cosmology	  

Figure	  from	  a	  real	  scien3fic	  paper	  (Planck	  collabora3on)	  



Precision	  Cosmology	  

	  From	  a	  real	  scien3fic	  paper	  (Planck	  collabora3on)	  

Note	  the	  size	  of	  the	  error-‐bars	  



The era of precision cosmology: 
LCDM: the “standard” model for cosmology 

Homogenous background Perturbations 

Few parameters describe the Universe composition and evolution 


